The research incorporated in the paper stems from the design and fabrication of a self-supporting, multi-panel installation for the Venice Biennale 2012 and operates against the backdrop of the exciting potentials that the field of curvedcrease folding offers in the development of curved surfaces that can be manufactured from sheet material. The two main challenges were developing an intuitive design strategy and production of information adhering to manufacturing constraints. The essential contribution of the paper is a proposed interactive form-finding method for curve-crease geometries that could negotiate the multiple objectives of ease of use in exploratory design, and manufacturing constraints of their architectural-scale assemblies.
Introduction
This research stems from the design and fabrication of a self-supporting, multi-panel installation for the Venice Biennale 2012 ( Figure 1 ) and operates against the backdrop of the exciting potentials that the field of curvedcrease folding offers in the development of curved surfaces that can be manufactured from sheet material. The two main challenges were developing an intuitive design strategy and production of information adhering to manufacturing constraints. The essential contribution of the paper is a proposed form-finding method for curve-crease geometries that could negotiate the multiple objectives of ease of use in exploratory design, and manufacturing constraints of their architectural-scale assemblies.
There are several seminal design and art precedents within this field-Richard Sweeney, 1 David Huffman, 2 Erik Demaine, 3 etc. Most of the precedent projects and available literature on design methods highlight the difficulty in developing an intuitive, exploratory digital-design method to generate feasible three-dimensional (3D) geometries. Our initial survey of methods included both the simple and common method-the method of reflection 4 and the involved planar-quad meshes (P-Q meshes) and the optimization-based method. 5 Most methods, including the two above, presented difficulties towards incorporation within an intuitive, edit-and-observe method of design; with the first one it proved difficult to explore a variety of generalized solutions free of prior assumptions and the second one was elaborate, involving scanning of physical paper models, proprietary optimization algorithms, etc. For an extensive overview on the precedents and computational methods related to curve-crease folding, we refer the reader to a survey. 6 Further, we were particularly interested in the recent developments of physically based, interactive tools that operate on user-specified coarse linear piecewise complexes that are iteratively subdivided and perturbed to produce feasible solutions via energy minimization methods. 7 This is in alignment with established benefits of subdivision surface-based modeling paradigm in architectural form-finding, 8, 9 and the application of dynamic relaxation (DR) 10 techniques on subdivision surfaces to design and fabricate minimal mean curvature surfaces-so-called minimal surfaces 11 (Figure 2 ).
The method proposed in this paper follows from these observations, and an explicit intention to perturb input 3D geometries to find feasible geometry as opposed to finding the folded state of a two-dimensional (2D) input mesh. It may be noted that the optimization-based method proposed by Kilian et al. 5 does in fact solve this problem, albeit it is more difficult to implement. Our method is easier to implement and extend. However, unlike their method it relies on the designer to provide an initial mesh with appropriate topology. We show simple procedural methods involving known mesh operations that can be used to produce the initial mesh and the subsequent use of DR techniques to iteratively perturb the surface towards minimal Gaussian curvature and local planarity (Section 2). The paper will proceed by describing key discoveries made in applying DR to design individual panels with a few crease folds, and the subsequent incorporation of those discoveries in the design and manufacture of self-supporting, multiplepanel configurations (Section 3).
Computational method for individual panels 2.1 Discrete representation and method overview
There are several discrete representations-exact and inexact-of curve-crease folded geometries. We chose to use a representation based on PQ meshes that additionally incorporate developability constraints 5 (Figure 3 ). For a comprehensive list of representations, we refer to Solomon et al. 7 Given the representation, our proposed design-friendly method essentially involves the use of various mesh operations to describe a coarse and predominantly quad-faced mesh (low-poly) with an appropriate topology ( Figure 4 ) and subsequently perturbing the vertices of such a mesh towards a vanishing Gaussian curvature and the faces of the mesh towards planarity.
Thus, the DR-based method for the design of individual panels can be summarized ( Figure 5 ) as below:
1. (procedural) generation of input mesh; 2. applying virtual forces of planarity and developability, and solving for the equilibrium positions of the input mesh subjected to such forces; 3. computing a planar development (2D mesh); 4. optionally, rectify the residual 'errors' by minimizing the strain energy between the 3D and 2D meshes.
Perturbation
Given the representation, and our first step of generating an input mesh of appropriate topology of rulings, the method distills to a minimization problem, stated as below:
where the mesh has n vertices and m faces each with o vertices, x is an n 3 3 matrix of vertex positions, g(x) measures angle defect at each vertex and h(x) measures the distance of each vertex of a face to the corresponding bestfit plane. It follows that we could iteratively perturb the vertices along the gradient of the two functions to minimize the error functional ( Figure 6) :
The perturbation of the vertices of the mesh follows a DR schema, treating the vertices of the mesh as lumped masses, applying virtual forces along the respective gradients (described next) at the vertices, and subsequently updating the positions of the vertices by integrating the resulting ODE (ordinary differential equation), using an appropriate numerical method. This process is continued until the resultant force at each vertex is zero.
Gradient of developability
Developability can be ensured by the presence of uniform and zero Gaussian curvature throughout the mesh. A well- established discrete measure of Gaussian curvature is proportional to the sum of the angles subtended by the edges meeting at a vertex. 13 Thus, the solver accumulates a force along the direction of the gradient of Gaussian curvature at each vertex, with a magnitude proportional to the angle deficit (from 2p) at the vertex. We tested both an analytically computed 14 and a numerically computed gradient, with the analytical gradient predictably converging two to three times faster:
where r; is the gradient of Gaussian curvature.
Gradient of planarity
Planarity of the faces of the input mesh is ensured by accumulating forces on the vertices of each face. The direction of the force is towards the best-fit plane and its magnitude is proportional to the distance of the vertex from the bestfit plane. We compute the normal of this plane as the weighted sum of the cross-products of cyclical vector pairs from the node to each of its neighbors ( Figure 7 ). The centroid of the 1-ring is considered the origin of the plane. An Eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix of the nodal positions of the neighbors may also be employed for this purpose, as noted by Poranne et al. 15 We found that the first approximation is more compatible with the developability force in achieving convergence.
The normal N f and origin C f of the best-fit plane of each face is given by
where n i is the normal of each triangle in the face, and f is the number of vertices of the face. Then, distance d of each vertex from the best-fit plane is
and the corresponding force is
Lastly, the accumulated planarity force at each vertex is given by
where vf is the number of faces that the vertex belongs to.
Boundary conditions and additional degrees of freedom
Typically, when DR is used to form-find minimal (mean curvature) surfaces, some or all the boundary vertices of the mesh are held fixed. However, in the case of formfinding curve-creased surfaces, it is necessary to allow the boundaries to find their equilibrium positions, since physically, any folding across a crease causes the boundaries to rearrange themselves to compensate for the induced stretching of the material. As such, we apply planarity forces to the boundary vertices as well. However, since the boundary vertices do not have the full set of vertices to compute the gauss curvature correctly, we do not apply any developability force to those vertices. In addition, the boundary vertices could be considered as extra degrees of freedom that can be utilized towards finding the equilibrium solution, that is, they can be moved to affect the Gaussian curvature of the adjacent interior vertex. We thus compute a gradient of Gaussian curvature of the adjacent interior vertex, but measured at the boundary vertex (Figure 8 ). The analytical form of the gradient is
where n is the number of triangles common to the boundary vertex bg and its connected interior vertex g, and e i1 and e i2 are unitized vectors along the edges of each of those triangles. The gradient of each of the angles is ortho-normal to the edge connecting the boundary vertex to the interior vertex, and the normal of the triangle. A force is then applied to the boundary vertex along this gradient direction:
The difference that this additional force makes to the final solution can be seen in Figure 9 . Alternatively, we can add a row of boundary faces to the mesh, thus converting the original boundary vertices to interior ones. The extra vertices can then be held fixed. These extra faces can be used to direct the solution of the solver, since the additional row controls half the number of angles subtended at a vertex, thereby limiting the scope of movement of the vertex in order to ensure that the total sum is 360 degrees. The effect of this user-defined addition can be seen in Figure 10 .
Damping
In line with the typical usage in a DR scheme, we use a nominal amount of damping for the nodal velocities.
Stiffness of the ODE
The solving for the equilibrium position of the vertices that are subjected to virtual forces of planarity and developability, as described previously, is a so-called 'stiff' problem, that is, it requires that the step sizes are very small. If the mesh is subjected to only one of the forces, the solver converges rapidly, and within acceptable numerical error. A possible method to overcome the stiffness is minimizing one of the functions beyond a threshold before applying the forces corresponding to the other. In practice, we have found that solving first for developability and subsequently solving for planarity speeds up the search.
Planar development and strain minimization
There is extensive literature, especially in areas of computer graphics and cartography, related to this process of unfolding or computing a parametric mapping between a discrete mesh and its isomorphic and planar counterpart. We refer the reader to Desbrun et al. 14 for various methods used to establish such a parameterization and their limitations. We can also recommend Sheffer et al. 16 for a more recent survey on mesh parameterization. It is sufficient to state here that there are no perfect methods to compute a completely accurate mapping (except in the case of developable surfaces), and all current methods aim to minimize the deviations between the 3D mesh and its planar counterpart-some aim to minimize angular deviations (conformal mapping), while others preserve areas (authalic). It can then be stated that we required our mapping to be isometric, that is, both conformal and authalic.
In keeping with our DR scheme, conformal and authalic parameterizations could be achieved by applying forces to vertices along the direction of respective gradients. These gradients at each vertex are computed from the position vectors of the 1-ring neighborhood of vertices, as formulated by Desbrun et al. 14 It may be worth noting that the methods that Desbrun et al. 14 and Pinkall and Polthier 17 propose minimize a linear energy functional, but suffer from arbitrary boundary parameterization. Alternatively, the iterative methods of As-Rigid-As-Possible parametrization 18 and Most Isometric ParametrizationS 19 produce more 'natural' boundaries, albeit at the expense of computational non-linearity.
However, we eventually chose to follow a springenergy minimization method to ensure an isometric parameterization. This is in line with one of the prominent algorithmic themes to ensure developability of meshes: minimize the strain energy between the 3D mesh and its corresponding planar development. 5, 20, 21 Similar to Wang et al., 21 we achieve this by accumulating spring forces on vertices, proportional to difference in lengths of the corresponding edges in the 3D and 2D meshes. The differences between the three are shown in Figure 11 .
For more on parameterizations with spring-like energy minimizations, we refer the reader to Zhong and Xu. 22 This method was particularly amenable to dissipate errors that tended to accumulate in the design of multiple-panel assemblies (~500 panels).This is described in greater detail in the next section.
The various input mesh and resulting output derived from our algorithm are shown in Figures 12 and 13. 
Computational method for multiple-panel configuration
The discoveries mentioned above were incorporated into the workflow for the design of the multiple-panel configurations that eventually lead to the physical installation ( Figure 14 ). The individual steps were either fully or partially automated. However, due to constraints of production and time, the data transfer between individual steps was manual, requiring minor adjustments to correct any accumulated errors.
Input mesh
The initial stage involves the interactive editing of a predominantly quad-faced, low-resolution mesh (low-poly), which captures design intent. Through this process of shaping the low-poly, we were able to explore and finalize essential topological conditions such as touchdown points, boundaries, etc. This also allowed us to incorporate the heuristically understood structural action into this early design of the geometry. In addition to these advantages, working with a relatively low-resolution mesh allows the generation of a reasonable estimate of topology; this is done by ensuring that one of the two primary directions of the mesh face flow (low-poly in Figure 15 ) is shaped by no more than three vertices, thereby guaranteeing the formation of planar arcs upon subdivision. The planarity of these arcs aids in the generation of a mesh whose faces are nearly planar. Subsequently, this low-poly is converted into a high-resolution mesh that inherits the underlying quad structure using the modified Catmull-Clark subdivision scheme 23 that Autodesk Maya uses. This inheritance allows the high-resolution quad grid to retain the underlying nearplanarity of the faces, which reduces the need for extensive perturbation in the next steps. This high-resolution mesh is then used as the input surface for the next stages in the iterative workflow, therefore transferring its 'planarity' advantages to the geometries derived from it. Furthermore, since the design was to be materialized using thin curved-crease folded metal panels, much of the fabrication accuracy would reside in the design and generation of the panel geometries. With this in mind, a series of planar degree-3 curves were extracted from the highresolution mesh. These arcs were used to generate the panel geometries on the surface by incrementally traversing the parametrized curve lengths of neighboring-pairs of arcs (Figure 15 ).
Perturbation
It is important to note that this staggered arrangement of panels induces conical elements with their apex at the vertex between four panels. This point will be hereafter referred to as a singularity point. The total number of singularity points is n/2 if n is the number of panels used to populate the surface (Figure 16 ). These singularities become fixed points in the perturbation-based solver and thus allow for each panel to be perturbed relatively independently.
Unfold and error adjustment
Each panel is subsequently unfolded into their respective flat configurations by minimizing the associated springenergy, resulting in a 2D configuration of panels ( Figure 17 ). The measure of error at this step consists of two metrics: the first is an average deviation between respective edge lengths in three dimensions and two dimensions across the multiple-panel configurations. The second is the maximum of such values. In addition, it is relatively simple to identify the panels with the maximum errors that exacerbate the overall average of the configuration, due to the visualization of these metrics on the mesh. Subsequently, an 'adjust and measure' workflow is used to minimize the error metrics; this involves the manual adjustment of the local planes of the problematic panels in three dimensions and observing the subsequent effect on the error metrics.
Edge congruency to measure unfold error
An adjacent panel border edge congruency check was used to check errors between panels in addition to error checking built into the unfold method that operates on individual panels. An automated sequence of transformations was applied to each panel so as to arrange them in adjacency 'bands' in order to measure the deviation between adjacent edges ( Figure 18 ).
As an unintended but welcome consequence of this arrangement, plotting the magnitude of unfold errors across the panel edges and bands gave us a holistic overview of its relationship to surface topology. This feedback was valuable when we made adjustments to the input mesh (as described in Section 3.1) over several iterations to progressively minimize error.
Merging adjacent incongruent boundary edges
The data sets acquired from measuring deviation between adjacent boundary edges were per boundary edge, and to be compatible with the unfold process (as described in Figure 13 . Various input meshes and resulting output meshes from our algorithm. Section 3.3) they needed to be converted into per panel information. By merging the vertices of incongruent boundary edges, the gaps and overlaps between these edges were absorbed into the edge lengths of the panels themselves (Figure 19 ), thereby providing a new data set of target edge lengths. In certain exceptional cases with very high deviation, vertices were adjusted manually until the maximum deviations were within acceptable fabrication tolerances. Given more time, this information could be fed back into the unfold solver to automatically iterate until the manufacturing tolerances are met. Figure 20 shows the unfold error data per panel edge and per band, which provided a holistic overview of the relationship between the surface topology and error data.
Refold
A refold method was required to produce sequential foldstate meshes for each panel in order to generate a toolpath for robotic fabrication. We opted for a method that computed folds by applying rotations constrained along edges to the mesh vertices, similar to the one proposed by Tachi and used in his Rigid Origami Simulator. 24 The algorithm's non-iterative nature reduced solving time and its weighting of fold-angle helped achieve an acceptable degree of precision. Our method differed from Tachi's in that it was set up to only require fold-angles at the middle row of faces of the panel, computing the remaining vertices, edges and angles as a consequence of actuating the first set of folds. This ensured the highest angular accuracy at the middle row of faces that were to be used for generating the toolpaths (Figure 21 ). However, similar to Tachi's method, our method also required the triangulation of all quad faces as vertices with a valency of 4 did not offer enough degrees of freedom.
Discussion and further work 4.1 Automated feedback
One of the benefits of such a multi-stage workflow is that it eases manual or algorithmic intervention as data is passed from one stage to another. In its current state, most feedback was visual and incorporated manually ( Figure  22 ). However, we think there is opportunity to automate the feedback process to some degree, as discussed briefly in Section 3.5. The simplest way to implement this would be to use the data (shown previously in Figure 20 ) from step 7 and use it to drive the next iteration of step 5. A more complex but perhaps more holistic feedback loop would be to use the refolded meshes at step 8 to regenerate the next iteration of the high-resolution mesh at step 2. This was briefly attempted, but the refolded meshes presented vast misalignments when places were adjacent to each other, due to the refold algorithm being systemically different from the rest of the perturbation-based solvers.
Perturbation and geometry
Another opportunity to improve the workflow would be to use only half the mesh geometry, due to the mirror symmetry of the form. This would have improved and addressed two issues arising from the use of perturbation-based methods. The first, an improvement of the computation time for each iteration, was due to the reduction of input geometries. The second is that resultant geometries of the perturbation methods did not exhibit symmetrical properties, unlike their corresponding inputs. By mirroring the resultant half mesh this problem would be prevented, resulting in a symmetrical mesh that also satisfies the solver's constraints
Implicit modeling of crease-curves
It may be noted that the proposed method does not explicitly model crease lines or fold-angles across them. This is both an advantage and a limitation in the design process. The advantage is that the formulation of the solver and intuitively understanding it is simple. The method of directing it towards desired results is via interactively modifying input meshes and observing the results. This could also become a disadvantage in certain fold configurations where equilibrium solutions might be harder to find.
Mass-spring simulation
The simulation employs a mass-spring paradigm and thus inherits associated limitations. The simulation assumes thin surface geometries and cannot model the thickness of material. This requires that manufacturing details, such as positioning of boltholes, calculation of spring-back, etc., are empirically approximated. Another associated limitation of the method that employs virtual or non-physically based forces is the need to experimentally establish various parameters such spring constraints, weights between forces, etc. This becomes amplified when the simulation deals with forces that are in differing units, such as the developability force being related to angles and the planarity force being derived from distance measurements. . Fold-angles were only specified at the middle row of faces as the toolpaths were generated from them.
Conclusion
The various caveats and limitations of the proposed method are noted in the previous section. As a proof of concept, the proposed method was successfully employed to design and fabricate a self-supporting structure composed on folded panels, in a relatively short span of time-design to completion in 3 months. Further, the proposed method was found to be designer-friendly in that it utilizes popular mesh modeling procedures, thereby easing the assimilation into established contemporary design workflows. The method also allows for multiple possibilities of feedback and iteration within the various steps of the process, thus allowing for multiple collaborative inputs to be assimilated during the process of design. In short, the method allows for integration into a general interactive and iterative form-finding framework that can be employed for finding minimal surfaces-both Gaussian-curvature minimal and mean-curvature minimal-along with their planar developments, allowing for their manufacture from sheet material: paper/metal and stretched fabric. The built prototype using the proposed method is shown in Figure 23 . Hadid Architects, London. He is a post-graduate from the DRL at the Architectural Association, London, and a graduate of Sushant School of Art & Architecture, India. He is a visiting tutor at the AA Emergent Technologies master's program in London.
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